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COURSE DESCRIPTION: This one credit course, or its equivalent, is required of all 9th grade students and is a prerequisite for 
Biology and Chemistry. 

Basic concepts in physics, chemistry, and earth science are studied in this course, along with an investigation of the nature 
of science. The content of the course is selected, in part, to meet state science objectives, prepare students for the state 
proficiency test, and to complement the content of our 8th grade science course.  

 

KEY COMPONENTS TO TESTING OUT 

1. Name of Course - Physical Science 
2. Course description (above) 
3. Course syllabus (below) 
4. Final Requirements (check those that apply) 

_x_ exam    ___demonstration performances    ___papers   ___portfolio   ___presentation   ___projects 

5. A description of the requirement(s) checked above and how it will be assessed. 

To test out of this course, a student must pass a written exam. A minimum score of 77% is required to pass. A calculator will be 
provided for the student’s use. All equations on the topics listed should be considered, including those found in the textbook in small 
print. The exam consists of approximately 260 questions. All questions will be multiple choice. The number of questions given to a 
particular subject will be roughly equal to the percentage of the course dedicated to that subject. 

6. Grade calculation for attainment of C+ A minimum score of 77% is required to pass. 



 

UNIT: The Universe 

OBJECTIVES: 
Students should be able to: 

1. Name/Describe the stages and progression of star life 
2.  Know how evidence is gathered about star-life 
3. Compare our Sun to other stars in terms of size and stages it will go through 
4. Know which elements are being fused in the different stages 
5. Read/Use the H-R Diagram  
6. Describe how and where all the elements on earth were formed 
7. Describe how energy is produced in a star 
8. Explain the balance between fusion and gravity in a star 
9. Describe evidence that states the universe is expanding 
10.Describe evidence that supports the Big Bang Theory 

STANDARDS: 
ESS1-1: Nuclear Fusion 
and the Sun 
ESS1-2: The Big Bang 
Theory 
ESS1-3: Nucleosynthesis 
in Stars 
ESS1-6: The History of 
Earth 
PS2-4: Newton’s Law of 
Gravitation  

 

UNIT: Climate Change 

OBJECTIVES: 
Students should be able to: 

1. Explore and critically analyze real-world data 
2. Make claims about data and determine their own level of certainty with regard to their 

claims 
3. Describe what happens when solar radiation interacts with Earth's surface and 

atmosphere 
4. Explain how greenhouse gasses cause Earth's temperature to warm 
5. Explore and critically analyze real-world data about changes in atmospheric carbon 

dioxide levels over Earth's history 
6. Describe how carbon dioxide travels through Earth's system and identify sources and 

sinks for carbon dioxide 
7. Explain how temperature affects the ocean's ability to absorb carbon dioxide 
8. Explain the role of water, a greenhouse gas, on Earth's temperature 
9. Explain the effects of temperature on carbon dioxide uptake by the oceans and water 

vapor in the atmosphere 
10.Explain why it is necessary to consider multiple factors when modeling the climate 
11.Explain why light-colored surfaces have a cooling effect on Earths' temperature 

STANDARDS: 
ESS2-2: Feedback in 
Earth’s Systems 
ESS2-4: Climate Variation 
ESS2-6: The Carbon Cycle 
ESS3-5: Global Climate 
Change 
ESS3-6: Human Impacts 
on Earth’s Surface 
 



12.Describe the positive feedback loop between temperature and ice cover 
13.Describe the negative feedback loop between cloud cover and temperature 
14.Describe the uncertainty about the feedback of temperature, water vapor, and cloud 

cover that complicate scientists' ability to predict future climate conditions 
15.Understand the complex interrelationships between Earth's surface and oceans, 

greenhouse gases, and temperature 
16.Analyze the validity of climate models for predicting future climate conditions 

 

UNIT: Clean Energy, Sustainability & Human Impact 

OBJECTIVES: 
Students should be able to: 

1. Define renewable and nonrenewable energy 
2. Identify energy sources as renewable or nonrenewable 
3. Understand the importance of energy conservation 
4. Analyze the cost benefit ratio of natural resource consumption 
5. Understand the impact of humans on the environment and the consequences of this 

impact. 

STANDARDS: 
ESS3-1: Natural 
Resources, Natural 
Hazards and Humans 
ESS3-2: Cost Benefit Ratio 
of Natural Resources 
ESS3-3: Natural Resource 
Management and Human 
Sustainability 
ESS3-4: Reducing Human 
Impact on Natural 
Systems 

 

UNIT: The Earth 

OBJECTIVES: 
Students should be able to: 

1. Describe the interior of the Earth (in terms of crust, mantle, and inner and outer cores) 
and where the magnetic field of the Earth is generated. 

2. Explain how scientists infer that the Earth's interior layers with discernible properties 
using patterns of primary (P) and secondary (S) seismic wave arrivals. 

3. Understand how magnetic dip of a rock is measured and what evidence it provided in 
India 

4. Describe the theory of Pangaea and the evidence supporting it 
5. Describe earthquakes and define epicenter and focus 

STANDARDS: 
ESS1-5: Plate Tectonics 
ESS2-1: Creation of 
Landforms 
ESS2-3: Cycling of Earth’s 
Interior 
ESS2-5: Water and Rock 
Cycle 



6. Identify major zones of earthquake activity in the world 
7. Discuss the use of earthquakes as evidence for plate tectonics 
8. Describe the differences between oceanic and continental crust  
9. Describe the cause of plate movement and movement speed 
10.Explain why tectonic plates move (heat flowing through mantle convection and cooling 

and sinking of aging ocean plates) 
11.Describe the four types of plate boundaries in terms of 

a. Plate movement 
b. Identifying features 
c. Usual locations (including specific examples) 
d. Plate creation and destruction 
e. Be able to identify or create visual representations of these boundaries 

12.Describe how the three major types of volcanoes (shield volcano, stratovolcano, and 
cinder cones) are formed 

13.Describe hot spots in terms of our example, Hawaii 

 

UNIT: Waves & Electromagnetic Radiation 

OBJECTIVES: 
Students should be able to: 

1. Describe frequency, wavelength, or energy of a wave  
2. Know the electromagnetic spectrum categories 
3. Describe wave interactions:  Reflection, Absorption, Transmission, Scattering 
4. Explain why radio waves can travel through space, but sound waves cannot. 
5. Explain why we see a distant event before we hear it (e.g., lightning before thunder, 

exploding fireworks before the boom). 
6. Solve calculations using v = ƒ*λ 
7. Identify the parts of transverse and longitudinal waves 
8. Discuss wave interference 
9. Differentiate between analog and digital signals 
10. Identify advantages and disadvantages of analog and digital signals 

STANDARDS: 
PS4-1: Wave Properties 
PS4-2: Digital 
Transmission & Storage of 
Info 
PS4-3: EM Radiation as a 
Wave & a Particle 
PS4-4: Absorption of EM 
Radiation 
PS4-5: Waves and 
Informational Technology 
 

 
 
 



UNIT: Forces 

OBJECTIVES: 
Students should be able to: 

1. Describe motion, distance and displacement 
2. Calculate speed (average and instantaneous), velocity and acceleration 
3. Understand and describe how an object can accelerate 
4. Read and draw motion graphs (distance vs. time and speed vs. time) 
5. Describe force and draw force diagrams with normal, friction, weight, pull and state 

net force 
6. Apply Newton’s First and Second laws of motion 
7. Calculate force, mass or acceleration using F = ma 
8. Describe the difference between mass and weight 
9. Apply air resistance, terminal velocity and acceleration due to gravity to real world 

problems 
10.Calculate momentum, conservation of momentum, and impulse 
11.Describe elastic and inelastic collisions in terms of the Law of Conservation of 

Momentum 
12.Describe the difference between impulse and impact 
13.Describe how to limit impulse in real world situations 

STANDARDS: 
PS2-1: Newton’s 2nd Law 
of Motion 
PS2-2: Conservation of 
Momentum 
PS2-3: Reducing the Force 
in Collisions 

 

UNIT: Energy 

OBJECTIVES: 
Students should be able to: 

1. Describe different types of energy  
2. Give an example of real life scenarios following energy transformations   
3. List types of energy involved in real situations 
4. Define and use the gravitational potential energy equation 
5. Define and use the kinetic energy equation 
6. Explain the Law of Conservation of Energy 

STANDARDS: 
PS3-2: Forms of Energy 
PS3-3: Energy Conversion 

 



UNIT: Circuits 

OBJECTIVES: 
Students should be able to: 

1. Define/Describe/use symbols and units for current, resistance, voltage, and power 
2. Describe the flow of current in a circuit (open, closed, or shorted) 
3. Define/Describe/Construct/Draw series and parallel circuits 
4. Series Circuits: Calculate the total voltage, equivalent resistance, current 
5. Parallel Circuits: Calculate the current at any location in the circuit and identify the 

voltage used at each resistor 
6. Calculate power 
7. Explain why houses are wired in parallel and not series 
8. Identify common household devices that transform electrical energy to other forms of 

energy, and describe the type of energy transformation. 
9. Explain the difference between electric power and electric energy as used in bills from 

an electric company. 
10.Explain how magnetic poles affect each other 
11.Create a representation of magnetic field lines around a bar magnet and describe how 

the strength and direction change in the field. 
12.Describe how magnetic fields are produced 
13.Explain how to build an electromagnet and how to make it stronger 
14.Describe the differences between electromagnets and permanent magnets 
15.Explain the interaction between electricity and magnetism 
16.Understand that the Earth has a magnetic field and implications of it 

STANDARDS: 
PS2-5: Electric Current & 
Magnetic Fields 
PS2-6: Molecular Level 
Structures 
PS3-1: Conservation of 
Energy and Energy 
Transfer 
PS3-5: Electric & Magnetic 
Fields 
 

 

UNIT: The Atom & Organization 

OBJECTIVES: 
Students should be able to: 

1. Understand how our model of the atom has changed as our technology has developed 
2. Identify and define all parts of an atom 
3. Define and apply the terms atomic mass, atomic number, mass number, isotopes and 

ions 

STANDARDS: 
PS1-1: Outermost 
Electrons and Properties 
of Elements 



4. Use the periodic table to find atomic mass, atomic number, symbol, and element name 
5. Describe the role of atomic number in the organization of the periodic table 
6. Name the first two and last two families 
7. Identify elements as metals, non-metals, or metalloids and describe associated 

properties 
8. Describe the properties of the first 2 and last 6 families  

a. Number of valence electrons 
b. Reactivity  

 

UNIT: Bonding & Chemical Reactions 

OBJECTIVES: 
Students should be able to: 

1. Know chemical bonding relationship to valence electrons 
2. Know the number of valence electrons and ionic charges for families 1,2, 13-18 
3. Decide how many electrons an atom is likely to lose or gain and what charge it would 

then have 
4. Describe the three bond types 
5. Determine whether substances are ionically, covalently, or metallically bonded 
6. Define and use the terms reactant, product, chemical reaction, chemical equation 
7. Translate phrases into chemical equations 
8. Understand how the conservation of mass relates to chemical equations 
9. Correctly use and interpret coefficients and subscripts in chemical reactions 
10.Balance chemical equations 

STANDARDS: 
PS1-2: SImple Chemical 
Reactions 
PS1-3: Electric Forces in 
Bulk Structures 
PS1-4: Total Bond Energy 
PS1-5: Molecular 
Collisions and Rates of 
Reaction 
PS1-7: Conservation of 
Atoms 
 

 

UNIT: Nuclear Reactions 

OBJECTIVES: 
Students should be able to: 

1. Describe/Define/Compare and Contrast each of the three types of nuclear decay 
2. Define and describe half-life including the importance of sample size 
3. Define and use the terms isotope and element correctly in the context of nuclear decay 

STANDARDS: 
PS1-8: Nuclear Processes 
ESS1-1: Nuclear Fusion 
and the Sun 
 

https://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/HS-PS1-8_Evidence%20Statements%20Jan%202015.pdf


4. Calculate the number of half-lives, the amount of time passed, or the amount of 
substance left for radioactive substances that are decaying. 

5. Describe possible problems caused by exposure to prolonged radioactive decay. 
6. Define Fission and Fusion and describe the uses of each 
7. Describe what a chain reaction is 
8. Discuss the pros and cons of nuclear power 

 


